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In September 2018, PS 82 started the year with a new principal to the school. Ms.
Tracie-Michele Lewis has maintained the procedures and policies put into place by the
previous administration. She has followed the SIG Continuation plan and continued to
implement the instructional priorities set forth in that plan. The only change that was
made was in regards to building safety and security. More staff is posted throughout
the building during arrival and dismissal times each day. All visitors must report to the
Main Office upon entry, show identification, obtain a visitors pass and sign-in before
traveling throughout the building. In January, the Accountability Status of the school
was released and we have been designated a Comprehensive Support & Improvement
School (CSI) as determined under the ESSA Regulations. This ranking from Good
Standing to CSI came despite showing continuous gains in achievement levels on the
NYS ELA and Math Assessments in 3rd and 4th grade.

Key
Green

Expected results for this phase of the project are fully met,
work is on budget, and the school is fully implementing this
strategy with impact.

Yellow

Some barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending
exist; with adaptation/correction school will be able to
achieve desired results.

Red

Major barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending
encountered; results are at-risk of not being realized;
major strategy adjustment is required.

Attention –This document serves as the Progress Review Report for schools that are not Persistently Struggling or Struggling schools but are receiving School
Improvement Grant (SIG) funds. The document is intended to be completed by the Superintendents of Schools and/or their designee and submitted electronically to.

Directions - District and school staff should respond to the Analysis/Report Out sections of this document by both analyzing and summarizing the implementation of
the key strategies of the 2018-19 SIG plan this year to date and the impact of those key strategies on student learning outcomes.
1.

METRICS

Academic Achievement - Please complete the prompts/questions below. If necessary, attach separate charts, tables, and/or graphs that summarize on-going and formative data
used to address student needs and determine progress toward student achievement goals.
Key Questions/Prompts
Analysis / Report Out
Describe performance trends in
DIBELS Next is an assessment that analyzes various factors of early learning literacy skills. First Sound Fluency (FSF) and
student assessment data in core Phonemic Segmentation Fluency (PSF), in Kindergarten, is a common Phonemic Awareness indicator of a students’ likelihood
content areas (e.g., student sub- of being able to read by the end of 3rd grade. Based upon our beginning of the year and middle of the year results, compared
groups, grade levels, subjects,
to last year’s results in Kindergarten, we’ve decreased the percentage of students who are considered below benchmark on
classrooms, etc.).

the Composite score. Based on our middle of the year results, compared to last year’s middle of the year’s results in
Kindergarten we’ve decreased the percentage of students who are considered below benchmark in PSF and FSF which can be
attributed to the strong phonemic awareness and phonics instruction in Pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten. Approximately,
one third of our Kindergarten students each year since 2014- 2015 school year and more than half the First grade students
were below the benchmark for PSF.
As shown in Attachment F, in English Language Arts, our Kindergarten through 2nd grade outperform the district in DIBELS;
however, 3rd, and 4th grade fell short of outperforming the district. After analyzing the data, this shortcoming is due to the
lack of reading fluency and accuracy of the students within these grade level.

One of the performance indicators analyzed to measure academic achievement is the student performance on District
Benchmark Assessments in both English Language Arts and mathematics throughout grades K, 1, 2, 3, and 4. As of January 17,
2019, one mathematics District Benchmark Assessment has been administered, and one English Language Arts District
Benchmark Assessment has been administered to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4. The results are shown in Attachments A and B. The
only grade that outperformed the district in ELA was 2nd grade, by 3% in ELA and by 3% in Math.
How do these data/trends
suggest the need for specific
strategy adjustment or
intervention to ensure targets

Based on the data and trends in ELA:
-need to continue instruction on phonemic awareness instruction (is a metaphonological skill where students are aware of
the individual -speech sounds in spoken words and the ability to manipulate the sounds)
-need to have a strong phonics instruction (is the study of the relationship between letters and their sounds they represent)

will be met? Please identify
specific school actions to be
taken.

-we will continue to work on segmenting and blending individual sounds in simple spoken words predicts the future reading
problems on kindergarten and beginning first grade (Scarborough & Brady 2002)
-More advanced phonological skills are related to success in reading, spelling in later levels of development (Kilpatrick 2105)
Phonemic awareness is critical for learning to read and write (Brady 2011). The data shows that we are making good strides
in teaching phonemic awareness in kindergarten. However, the data shows that the students in the higher grades have not
progressed into more advanced phonological skills that are related to success in reading, spelling and writing.
Based on the performance trends noted above, the following strategies will be adjusted to meet the academic targets:
● students will be assessed on phonological awareness (PA) to determine the student’s strengths/ weaknesses and their
PA level
● daily instruction (for approximately 5-10 minutes) in PA to ensure mastery.
● utilize the district literacy guide to guarantee the elements of PA and phonics are taught to ensure that students
become proficient readers and writers.
Based on the data and trends in Math:
As shown in Attachment B, in mathematics, according to the District Benchmark Assessment data, the district outperformed
grades K, 1, 3, and 4 by a slight margin. This can be attributed to various factors, such as the... 4th grade assessment contained
two questions that tested standards not yet taught according to module pacing; 3rd grade also had two questions assessed
before standards were taught; 2nd and 1st grade rearranged the introduction of some of the standards taught after
professional development (summer of 2017) based on observations from the 2016-2017 school year. This data suggests that
more support should be directed to all grades in mathematics.
Strategies are being implemented to address this deficiency in mathematics. During grade level meetings and common
planning, time is spent on identifying standards that are in need of additional intervention and reteaching. Time is also spent,
focusing on concept development rather than skipping this step and jumping to teach to the problem set. By focusing
instruction on concept development this provides students with a deeper understanding of grade level math.
Saturday professional developments are focused on the needs of the school. Professional development focused on
differentiation, DDI, and student engagement strategies incorporating technology. Implementation of technology using Zearn
across grade levels to incorporate real time data to inform instruction has also helped to inform instruction.

Student Attendance - Please complete the prompts/questions below.
Baseline (%)
2018-19 Target Year to Date
2018-19
Average Daily Student
87.5%
91.1%
90.26%
Attendance Rate (%)
Key Questions/Prompts

Analysis / Report Out

Describe patterns of student
attendance data (e.g., late/miss
first period, chronic absenteeism
among certain students, grade
levels, etc.).

In comparison to last school year, attendance overall has improved by 8.86%.

How do these data/patterns
suggest the need for specific
strategy adjustment or
intervention to ensure targets
will be met? Please identify
specific school actions to be
taken.

The patterns of the data shown in Attachment D indicate that the key strategies implemented this year have had a positive
impact on our data. These initiatives will be continued throughout the remainder of the year to monitor fidelity.

When examining the data in Attachment D, it can be observed that 2017-2018 Pre-Kindergarten students were last year’s
highest percentage of severe absenteeism, and as they moved into Kindergarten this year, the attendance has improved
slightly, in the aspect that more students have satisfactory attendance. With continual support from our schools Student
Support Team, it is expected that this trend will continue and there will be less severely absent students in Kindergarten as
the 2018-2019 school year continues. Additionally, teachers are required to complete and submit an attendance referral form
and/or request for assistance form for students whose attendance may decline to the Student Support Team. The team will
then investigate the seriousness of the absenteeism and provide the family with information about resources within the
community that may help.

Some of the attendance incentives new for 2018-2019 are an attendance recognition board; attendance of 93% or higher is
recognized outside of the main office by grade level, and the best grade level attendance wins an ice cream party/incentive
on a monthly basis; severe and severe chronic absenteeism students are placed on an attendance incentive, students who
improve by one category or better will receive recognition through a breakfast attendance celebration and prizes throughout
the month for weekly improved attendance. Additionally, the district has allocated an Attendance Teacher to our building
once per cycle. The Attendance Teacher makes phone calls to students with chronic and severe absenteeism as well as home
visits and letters sent home.

Teacher Attendance - Please complete the prompts/questions below.
Baseline (%)
2018-19 Target Year to Date
2018-19
Average Daily Teacher
86.2%
90%
93.63%
Attendance Rate (%)
Key Questions/Prompts
Describe patterns of teacher
attendance data (e.g., longterm, excused vs. unexcused,
chronic/patterned absenteeism
among certain teachers, etc.).
How do these data/patterns
suggest the need for specific
strategy adjustment or

Analysis / Report Out

We are currently meeting our targeted attendance percentage despite having a teacher out on a long-term medical leave of
absence in second grade. This particular teacher has been absent since November 26, 2018 and is projected to be out until
February 27, 2019 at this point and time. Our highest percentage absence rates is on Fridays with an average absentee rate
of 18.4%, however if you look at just illness and personal days the percentage drops to 13.3%, the difference of 5.1% is
attributed to teachers being out for professional development and CSE Meetings.
The Literacy Coach and Instructional Coach have created and implemented rigorous lessons for the 2nd grade classroom, to
ensure that these groups of students were continually given quality instruction throughout the duration of these absences.
The administration will continue to have incentives for teachers who have superb attendance. Incentives such as an award

intervention to ensure targets
will be met? Please identify
specific school actions to be
taken.

and public recognition.

Office Discipline Referrals – Number of Office Discipline Referrals (ODRs). The total number of Office Discipline Referrals for any reasons that disrupt the educational process.
This data should be reported here as total number for the school year to date.
Baseline (#)
2018-19 Target Year to Date
2018-19
Office Discipline Referrals (#)
266
392
136
Key Questions/Prompts
Describe patterns of office
discipline referrals (e.g., period,
location, classroom, grade level,
repeat offenders, etc.).

Analysis / Report Out
48 out of the 136 Office Discipline Referrals are from one classroom. This is a 6:1:1 classroom and the teacher is submitting them as
documentation for her students that are on an agency placement waitlist. For the majority of these referrals, the teacher is calling home
and speaking to the parents/guardians in regards to the behaviors. Due to this, Kindergarten has the highest number of ODRs so far this
school year despite being the second lowest for student population.
Within the building 136 incidents occurred among only 45 students. This indicates that 12% of the school’s population impacts the
academic learning experience of the students throughout the building, which indicates that 88% of the students are responding to the
positive behavioral supports in place. However, students with disabilities still seem to have the highest number of incidents at each grade
level.
The majority of the ODRs are being written for “defiance of authority or insubordination” and many of these have been teacher managed
behaviors with communication with parents made. The ODRs have been submitted for documentation purposes as most of the students
are either in special education awaiting a different placement or there has been a referral for special education testing.

How do these data/patterns
suggest the need for specific
strategy adjustment or
intervention to ensure targets
will be met? Please identify
specific school actions to be
taken.

This teacher is documenting behaviors in the form of Office discipline referrals along with documenting then on the individual student’s
behavior intervention plans (BIPs). Having a conversation with the teacher to only complete an ODR if administrative assistance is needed
with a student. To document all communication in regards to behavior in the Parent Teacher Communication Tab in Infinite Campus along
with on the individual students BIP will meet the Agency Waitlist requirements for proper placement of these students into an appropriate
setting.
We are on target to meet our goal of 392 or less ODRs for the 2018-2019 school year. In order to ensure that target is met, we will
continue to implement the positive behavior systems in place utilizing our full time social worker and school psychologist along with
following the school-wide PBIS plan with fidelity.

Extended Learning Time – Average Extended Learning Time (ELT). Please respond to the prompts below with respect to extended learning opportunities offered to all
students throughout the course of the school year.
Key Questions/Prompts
Analysis / Report Out

Describe how ELT is configured
at this school: in terms of days of
the week and number of hours
per week. What programs are
provided to meet students’
needs? How is ELT staffed? How
does the school oversee the ELT
programs to ensure that
academic programs are rigorous,
aligned to the Common Core
Learning Standards, and are
meeting students’ needs?

ELT occurs daily, Monday through Friday, for two hours each day. Many parents opted to not enroll their child into the
program due to the late hours of the program. Therefore, this year we invited all students to apply for the program, however
we took a critical ok at past NYS Assessment Scores along with BOY DIBELS and Star Math to officially invite students into the
program. This is the third year of the full-week program and our partnership with the community-based organization YMCA.
There are eight teachers from the school building that participate in ELT and three teacher assistants. YMCA also provides
staffing for the program as well. Students minimally receive homework assistance in all subject areas, and social/emotional
enrichment from the YMCA staff. Our more intensive students participate in small, teacher to student classrooms, in which
English Language Arts and math enrichment occur over a four-day period. Fridays, that are staffed by the YMCA only, are
considered “fun days”, in which outside companies or organizations come in and conduct fun educational activities and create
fun experiences for the students.
Curriculum for the math and English language arts enrichment sections are aligned with the Common Core Learning
Standards students are being exposed to in class. The curriculum is modified to meet the needs of the student. ELT curriculum
is aligned with district ELT curriculum guides as well. Testing occurs three times per year, in alignment with beginning, middle
and end of the year assessments. This year iReady is being used to measure the success of the ELT program, in addition to
DIBELS Next, district benchmark assessments, and STAR math assessments.
Currently, middle of the year assessments are being administered in iReady and District Based Assessments.

Describe the type, nature and
frequency of assessments that
measure the impact of ELT, as
well as trends in progress noted
through analysis of data.

DIBELS and the STAR math assessments were used as a selection tool to invite students into the ELT program. The impact of
ELT will be measured by the District Benchmark Assessments (DBA’s) for both mathematics and English Language Arts and the
computer-based assessment system iReady. Once the mid-year assessment administration is complete, the data will be
analyzed to measure the progress of the ELT program.

What specific strategy
adjustments or interventions
need to be made to ensure
targets will be met? Please
identify specific school actions to
be taken.

Extended learning time teachers will utilize instructional component of iReady for both English Language Arts and
mathematics to increase student achievement on District Benchmark Assessments and NYS Assessments. This data will
continue to be analyzed for grades 2 through 4. Grades K, and 1 will continue to focus on foundational skills.

2. PROJECT PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
Key Strategies - Identify any key strategies being implemented during the current reporting period that are not described above, but are embedded in the approved
intervention plan/budget and are instrumental in meeting projected school improvement outcomes. (Add additional rows as needed.)
Key Strategies
Implementation Identify the evidence that supports your assessment of implementation of key strategies, the connection to goals, and the likelihood
of meeting targets set forth in the SIG Continuation Plan.
List the Key Strategy from your
Status
approved SIG Continuation Plan

Identify strategy as
R/Y/G

1.

Provide professional
development (before and
after school, job
embedded and on
Saturdays) to teachers,
teacher assistants and
teacher aides on the
following topics:
 Best practices
 Data driven
instruction
 Technology
 Intervention
strategies
 Small group
instruction
 Backwards
Planning

Green

Technology will be used
throughout the building to
integrate common core
technology tools into the
curriculum. Technology
will also provide center
based learning, diagnostic
testing and screening and
individualized
instructional practices.

Green

2.

Both the instructional coach and literacy coach have facilitated professional development opportunities to
all faculty and staff modeling intervention strategies that focused on each grade level and the objectives
that those grade levels struggle with based upon analyzing data from District Benchmark Assessments, NYS
Assessments, DIBELS and Star Math. This is done during Grade Level Meetings, Common Planning Time,
modeling in the classroom and during Saturday PD.
Teachers, teacher assistants, and teacher aides received professional development during early release
days. Topics have included Instructional Rigor, Backwards Planning, iReady, technology and instructional
programs, math and ELA intervention strategies, and district non-negotiables. The Literacy Coach delivered
professional development for teachers and teacher aides that were struggling with small group instruction.
The instructional coach also delivered professional development for teacher assistants and aides focusing
on the various instructional strategies teachers use throughout the math lessons. This is to ensure teacher
assistants and aides provide enhanced support to the students in the classroom. The strategies that were
discussed during these professional development opportunities are being implemented and have been
observed during walkthrough and review of lesson plans.
The literacy coach and instructional coach both assist with newly hired teachers and act as the grade-level
mentors for these newly hired faculty members. The schedule is also set up to provide time for teachers to
attend grade level meetings and common planning time without missing core instructional time.
Since the purchase of iPads for Pre-K through 1st grade in February of 2017, each classroom continues to
have a set of iPads available for student use. With the iPads we have been able to administer online
assessments through programs such as STAR math, and iReady (for our 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grade students). Our
3rd and 4th grade students have one-to-one iPads for each classroom, Pre-K through 2nd have iPads in their
classroom with enough for area/center based activities.
Other programs that teachers K-4 are utilizing include, but are not limited to, Prodigy, Explain Everything,
MyOn, Zearn, and Next Lesson. Each of these programs offer a variety of tools that are used to reinforce
skills that teachers have introduced, yet allow the students to build on their skills and showcase their work
amongst peers.
The Instructional Technology Coach continues to introduce new programs and apps that are available to
teachers, during grade level meetings, to use throughout their lessons to enhance student engagement with

the materials being taught.
Since the purchase of iPads and the iReady program grades 2-4 have been able to successfully implement
this as an additional resource for the reinforcement of skills in both the English Language Arts and
mathematics instruction. STAR math has also been purchased by the district to use in an assessment
capacity for grades K-4. And Prodigy is a computer based website that allows teachers to choose skills and
assign them to their students for further reinforcement, with the capability to also track data.
The implementation of these programs, primarily in math, have attributed to our teacher’s capacity to
individualize instruction by student needs, and differentiate the reinforcement of these skills.
3.

Create a system that
addresses student
behaviors and identifies
students that need extra
support.

Green

This is the second year the school has had a full-time school psychologist and social worker, which has
allowed a tiered level of support to be established and maintained throughout the building. In August of
2017, teachers also received professional development on trauma informed care and a restorative justice
approach in the classroom to reinforce positive student behavior. The Student Support Team (SST)
continues to work closely with students, by continuing the check-in, check-out system and utilizing
restorative practices when a student is removed from the classroom.
In comparison to last school years’ mid-year report, ODR’s were reported as 166 referrals as of 1/12/2018,
and this year our referrals are 136 incidents as of 1/18/2019. This data proves that the building’s behavior
management system continues to have a positive impact thus far in reducing the number of incidents.

4.

Increase Parent
Involvement and school
community.

Green

The building’s staff hosted an Open House and Meet & Great during the first Quarter. The purpose of this
night was to further promote parent/guardian engagement or involvement. We had well over 150 families
who attended and gathered resources to help their child’s academic success at home.
The buildings parent facilitator, who is the grandparent of a 4th grade student, works with parents to help
increase communication between the school and home. The parent facilitator has also solicited and secured
parent volunteers for classrooms and called families to personally invite them to various school events. We
also had the highest rate of parent participation in the district wide parent survey at the beginning of the
2018-2019 school year.
The teachers have been using DOJO to reciprocate information home to parents; parents have the option to
use the translated view to get the announcements, events information, behavior correspondence from the
administrator and teachers, and fliers from the school in their native language.

5.

Retain, hire and develop
teachers who are
committed to rapidly
improving student

Green

Three temporary teachers have been hired to fill vacant positions for this school year. One was hired to fill
a 3rd grade position for a teacher who retired in November. This teacher came to us from another school in
the district where she served as a 6th grade teacher. She began during the second marking period and has
made strides in this classroom with the help of the instructional, literacy and technology coaches. Another

performance

teacher was hired in late September to fill a vacant Kindergarten 6:1:1 Special Education position. This
teacher came to use as a first year teacher with prior experience working in an agency setting with special
needs children. The third teacher was hired in October to fill a vacant ENL position. All three teachers work
with the coaches and district mentors to improve their practice. The temporary teachers have shown
improvements in English Language Arts and mathematics. The coaches have also continued to meet with
the temporary teachers during common planning time, and grade level meetings to provide support
regarding student expectations and instructional needs. The administration has conducted walk-throughs
and formal observations in the classrooms of the temporary teachers to ensure the level of rigor and
instructional fidelity of the classroom.
Professional development thus far for the 2018-2019 school year occurred primarily at the beginning of the
school year focusing on:


Cognitive Student Engagement
o Topics included: Writing Success Criterions and focusing on creating rigorous question
frames to utilize in English Language Arts and mathematics; Writing Mastery Learning
Objectives and infusing the objectives into instruction.



Data-Driven Instruction
o Topics included: Implementing Research-based Reading and Math Interventions, eDoctrina,
iReady, DIBELS, STAR Math, Effective/Actionable Feedback, Goal-Setting. Implementing the
DDI process for each lesson to meet the individual needs of students.

(For all SIG Cohort 6 and 7 schools that selected the Innovation Framework Model ONLY)
Identify the school’s Design
Framework and its EPO.

Identify as RED,
YELLOW or
GREEN.

Identify the evidence that supports your assessment of implementation of the design framework and its connection to
your goals. This assessment should take into account and describe the manner in which the EPO is involved in
framework development and implementation.

3. BUDGET/FISCAL *

Budget Analysis
The LEA/school should propose expenditures that are reasonable and necessary to support the identified Receivership school’s initiatives and goals. The
LEA/school should provide appropriate and complete required budget elements identified below.
Expenditures *** Expenditures are from July 2018 Status(R/Y/G)
If expenditures from the approved 16-17 FS-10 and Budget Narrative are on target,
– December 2018 SIG DN19
describe their impact with regard to the implementation of the plan. If there is a challenge
with expenditures, discuss the course correction to be put in place for QR#3.
Salaries for professional staff-Code 15 $321,882
Green
The vacant .50 math coach position has been amended to an Instructional Coach. All other
YTD $93,623 – 29% @ December 2018
positions are filled. ELT began October 2018. Professional development has been planned.
Salaries for Support Staff- code 16 $6,494 YTD
The position is filled.
$2,681 – 41% @ December 2018
Purchased services-code 40 $15,360 YTD $15,000
The contract with REACH has been executed.
– 98% @ December 2018
Purchased services-code 45 $13,990 YTD $5,322 –
Materials are ordered. The funds for Next Lesson will be amended for professional
38% @ December 2018
development.
Travel expenses-code 46 $NONE YTD $ZERO –
N/A
ZERO% @ December 2018
Employee Benefits-code 80 $132,129 YTD $30,040
Green
Expended per BPS schedule.
- 23% @ December 2018
Indirect cost-code 90COMPLETED AT THE END OF THE PROJECT.
* Supporting fiscal documents should be available upon request.
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Attachment E – Office Discipline Referrals by Grade Level
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95 East Morris
Buffalo, NY 14214
(716) 316-2210
tlewis@buffaloschools.org

Tracie-Michele A. Lewis
CERTIFICATION AREAS
NYS Permanent Certificate: School Building Administrator
NYS Permanent Certificate: School District Administrator
NYS Permanent Certificate: Music Education Pre-K to 12

EDUCATION
Master of Education – Supervision and Administration – 1998
Canisius College, Buffalo, New York
Master of Education – M.Ed. El. Ed. –1998
University of Buffalo, Buffalo, New York
Bachelor of Science in Music Education – 1991
University of Buffalo, Buffalo, New York

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE
PRINCIPAL
Early Childhood Center 82 Buffalo, NY
July 2018-Current
PFC Stanley Makowski ECC 99 Buffalo, NY
July 2016 – July 2018
Roosevelt ECC 65 Buffalo, NY
July 2010 – July 2016
Hamlin Park 74 Buffalo, NY
July 2004 – July 2010
BPS 63 Buffalo, NY
July 2003 – July 2004
 School Improvement Grant Continuation Plan
 School Based Budget Decisions
 Staffing of all professional staff
 Data Analysis
 Developed Professional Development Plan for upcoming school year
 Created Class lists for upcoming school year
 Supervision and Evaluation of teachers, teacher assistants and teacher aides
 Planned and presented faculty Meetings
 Creation of Annual School Calendar
 Creation of Parent and Family Handbook
 Creation of Faculty Handbook
 Worked with district and vendors on school-wide interior painting and outside lead abatement projects
 Developed Parent Involvement Plan with School Based Management Team and PTO
 Created Close-out procedures for end of school year
 Managed School Website
 Created Master Schedule and entered into Infinite Campus
 Supervision and Evaluation of teachers, teacher assistants and teacher aides.
 SCEP team coordination and completion
 Lead data person - provide principal and staff with school performance data and liaise with the Office of Shared
Accountability, complete BEDS reporting, access data websites and more
 Develop Professional Development Plan and Early Release Day activities
 Facilitated, Planned and participated in grade-level team meetings
 Planned and presented Faculty Meetings
 Created Annual School Calendar
 AESOP contact at buildings to arrange coverage as needed for classrooms.
 Parent Involvement Contact – submitted all necessary documentation for Parent Involvement/Title I Plans
 After School Program Administrator
 APPR Professional Development Trainer (APPR/SLO/LMA/Artifacts)













Professional Growth System site designee: managed courses/meeting and created courses/meetings
DTSDE Self Review: Led Team and wrote the Self-Review
DTSDE District Led Review: participated and provided documentation of accomplishments aligned with Tenets
Master Scheduler
BEDS Day Coordinator
Test Coordinator (NYS, NYSESLAT, DBA)
Developed dismissal procedures and trained staff.
Created School Newsletter monthly
School Based Budget completion and presentation
School Based Management Team (SBMT) and Parent-Teacher Organization (PTO) coordinator and contact.
Transportation Coordinator

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
Martin Luther King Jr 39 Buffalo, NY
Community School 53 Buffalo, NY
B.E.S.T 6 Buffalo, NY

July 2002 – July 2003
July 2001 – July 2002
July 1999 – July 2001

TEACHING EXPERIENCE
MUSIC EDUCATION TEACHER
Buffalo Public Schools

September 1991-July 1999

RELATED TRAINING AND COURSEWORK























MSP Grant for Mathematics
Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching for Administrators
Standards of Practice 101 for Administrators
Lead Evaluator Certification
Step Up to Writing Training of the Trainer
APPR Evidence Collection & Alignment
LEP Regulations: CR Part 154, Title III & NCLB Information Session 2015
APPR Independent & Peer Evaluation for teachers and Principals rubrics
Inter-Rater Reliability - APPR Calibration training
Leveraged Leadership
eDoctrina
Infinite Campus
OATS (Observing and Analyzing Teaching) Research for Better Teaching – Lead Evaluator Certification
Clinical Educator Training: this training is a three-day course that certifies and teaches you how to mentor a teacher
from a coaching aspect.
Ethical Leadership: training on ethics in the teaching profession and how to lead ethically.
DDI (Data Drive Instruction): received training from Research for Better Teaching and also trained/worked with
buildings around this. Assisted Data Teams (School Based Inquiry Teams) to utilize DDI.
APPR: Trained teachers/administrators on all aspects of the new APPR system including SLOs and LMAs.
CCLS: Common Core Standards: received training on the Modules for CCLS and presented at Grade Level Meetings
to train teachers in CCLS.
Data/Assessment Systems: training on how to use assessment systems, creation of assessments, data extraction and
how to use it to drive instruction. Presented this training at various buildings.
Conflict Resolution in the Classroom: training on classroom management techniques and conflict resolution to
decrease suspensions along with referrals to the office.
RtI (Response to Intervention): created training that connects RtI to DDI for teachers and shows how to use data in
decision making for Differentiated Instruction.
Data Warehouse Training at Erie 1 BOCES

REFERENCES
Additional reference available upon request

